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Molecular adsorption at organic/inorganic interfaces depends on a range of mechanisms: covalent bonds,
charge transfer and van-der-Waals (vdW) interactions shape the potential energy surface (PES), making it
key to understanding organic/inorganic interfaces. Describing such interfaces with density functional theory
requires carefully selecting the exchange correlation functional and vdW correction scheme. To explore the
robustness of the PES with respect to the choice of method, we present a benchmark of common local, semi-
local and non-local functionals in combination with various vdW corrections. We investigate these methods
using perylenetetracarboxylic dianhydride (PTCDA) on Ag(111), one of the most frequently studied systems.
We predict the PES using a Gaussian process regression algorithm, which requires only about 50 DFT
calculations as input. This allows a detailed analysis of the PESs features, such as positions and energies of
minima and saddle points. Comparing the results from different exchange correlation functionals enables us
to identify trends and differences between the approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
Organic/inorganic interfaces play a vital role in many
fields such as microelectronics, heterogeneous catalysis
and self assembly. Studying such interfaces arguably
entails investigating their potential energy surfaces
(PES), which contain a vast amount of information
about the chemistry and physics: The global minimum
of a PES defines the equilibrium structure at absolute
zero, while some local minima represent phases at
various thermodynamic conditions. The paths and
transition rates between these different minima depend
on the barriers between them, while vibration frequencies
of the different structures result from the PES’s
curvature.
This wealth of information leads to great interest in
theoretically studying PESs, which in turn raises the
question of how consistent different approaches are.
Predicting PESs of organic/inorganic interfaces arguably
requires first principles calculations, which are often some
flavor of density functional theory (DFT).
Additionally, van der Waals (vdW) interactions
often play a vital role for the interactions within
organic/inorganic interfaces1. VdW interactions arise
from non-local fluctuations of the electron density.
Hence, exchange correlation functionals depending on
the local density, such as local density approximation
(LDA) or generalized gradient approximation (GGA)
functionals, fail to sufficiently describe the underlying
physics. Today, vdW correction schemes remedy this
shortcoming.
Studies of interfaces have employed a zoo of different
exchange correlation functionals and vdW corrections2–6.
This raises two questions: Which combinations
of computationally feasible functionals and vdW
corrections reproduce the experiment most accurately?
How comparable are PESs of different approaches and
will first-principle calcuations yield qualitatively, or
even quantiatively, equivalent results independent of the
chosen functional and vdW correction?
The prototypical system of 3,4,6,10,perylene-
tetracarboxylic-dianhydride (PTCDA) on Ag(111)
perfectly illustrates this dilemma. PTCDA strongly
interacts with the surface and has been studied using
different functionals: In a study by Ruiz et al., for
instance, LDA showed the smallest adsorption height
(≈ 2.6 A˚), PBE without vdW interactions resulted in
a non-bonded system and the several other functionals
yielded adsorption heights varying by as much as 1 A˚7.
Such discrepancies in calculated adsorption heights
have been reported for various molecules on coinage
metals8–12.
To shine a spotlight on both earlier raised questions,
we investigate the PES with different local, semi-
local and non-local functionals in combination with
various vdW correction schemes (see table I). To do so,
PTCDA on Ag(111) proves to be an excellent example
system. Molecule and substrate show a varied interaction
mechanism, that involves (partially) covalent bond as
well as interfacial charge transfer, together with a strong
impact of vdW interaction13. Experimental studies have
found that PTCDA forms a commensurate adlayer on
Ag(111) displaying a herringbone arrangement. This
adlayer contains two different adsorption geometries2,14.
Rohlfing et al.2 propose that both adsorption geometries
sit on bridge sites. The long molecular axis of geometry
(A) is aligned with a primitive substrate lattice vector
while geometry (B) is rotated by 17◦ (see figure 6).
They base this finding on comparing experimental results
with local geometry optimizations starting from selected
initial geometries.
The fact that PTCDA forms a commensurate structure
on Ag(111) implies that molecule-substrate interactions
are dominant compared to molecule-molecule
interactions. More precisely, the molecule-substrate
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2interactions result in a PES whose minima are separated
by large barriers. These barriers are large enough so
that molecule-molecule interactions cannot expel an
adsorbate molecule from its minimum. Therefore, this
study focuses on the molecule-substrate interaction
and investigates the PES of a single molecule on the
substrate.
We calculate this PES using a number of different types
of functionals and vdW corrections, which we briefly
introduce in the remainder of the introduction.
The simplest XC-functional is local density
approximation15 (LDA). It depends only on the value
of the electron density at a given point in space. LDA
functionals are commonly derived from the homogeneous
electron gas model. It only calculates the interaction
between a test electron and a uniform electron gas,
neglecting the strong repulsion of two electrons in close
proximity. As a result, two close-shell fragments (e.g.,
two Ar atoms) show an energy minimum as function
of their distance (i.e, a bonding interaction), even if it
should not. This effect is often called “overbinding”,
and has often been and is sometimes still used to
(physically incorrect) “mimic” vdW interactions at
interfaces. More general, LDA performs reasonably
well for metals, but less so for molecular properties and
semiconductors.
The first improvement over LDA is the Generalized
Gradient Approximation (GGA). Due to the inclusion
of the gradient, these functionals are also often called
semi-local. In this work, we include three of GGAs
incarnations, PW9116, PBE17, and revPBE18. For
interface simulations, the PW91 functional has seen
frequent use, since it recovers parts of the (spurious)
binding of LDA. The PBE functional, which is a
non-empirical (but not parameter-free) simplification of
PW91, is considered todays default functional. PBE
generally underbinds, resulting in molecules that would
otherwise bind to the surface via vdW interactions not
to bind at all. Our results later show that this is the case
for PW91 and revPBE as well. The revPBE functional
is a reparametrization of PBE which it is to improve the
description of chemisorption.
Local and semi-local exchange correlation functionals
do not capture the physics of vdW interactions, which
originate from non-local electron density fluctuations. A
remedy for this exists in from of a multitude of vdW
correction schemes. We concentrate on the most widely
used vdW corrections which are Grimme’s D319 (here
with Becke-Johnson damping20), TS21, TSsurf 7 and the
MBD22 dispersion correction. All of those are post
processing schemes which do not change the electron
density determined during the self-consistent field cycle.
D3 and TS/TSsurf rely on parameters for the atomic
polarizabilities, the dispersion coefficients and the vdW
radii. In D3 these parameters reflect the geometry
and in TS/TSsurf they result from the local electronic
surroundings. These approaches additionally employ a
short range dampening function, for which different types
such as Fermi-type or Becke-Johnson dampening exist.
MBD represents the system using a collection quantum
harmonic oscillators centered at the atomic positions.
These oscillators are characterized by polarizabilities
arising from the ground state electron density. These
polarizabilities allow constructing the MBD Hamiltonian.
Diagonalizing this Hamiltonian allows to determine the
MBD energy correction. MDB is said to be more
accurate than D3 and TS but is also significantly more
computationally intensive.
Beyond that, non-local exchange correlation functionals
seek to directly capture non-local interactions. A
commonly used example is vdW-DF23 which essentially
constitutes two-body correlation-correction neglecting
many body effects. The correction employs linear
response theory using a response function constructed
from a plasmon-pole-type approximation to the local
polarizability.
The next improvements over GGA-type functionals
would be meta-GGA and hybrid functionals. Although
investigating the performance of these functionals would
be highly interesting, the increased computational cost
prohibits calculating the large number of data points
required for obtaining PESs. Furthermore, reports
indicate that these functional are less suited for metals24.
II. METHODOLOGY
As stated earlier, we study the robustness of PESs in
relation to the choice of functional and vdW correction
using the example of PTCDA on Ag(111). We first
briefly introduce the DFT settings used together with
these methods. However, none of these computation
methods allow brute forcing the PES. Hence, we
determine the PES using an algorithm based on
Gaussian process regression (GPR), which we discuss in
the second half of this section.
This publication focuses on the local, semi-local and
non-local exchange correlation functionals. We use
the following combinations of exchange correlation
functionals and vdW corrections as implemented in the
VASP25–28 quantum chemistry code. Further, we use the
suggested PAW pseudopotentials29,30 and set the energy
cutoff to 800 eV for all calculations. Table I shows
the combinations of functionals and vdW correction
schemes we use in this publication. Hereby we note,
that we use the implementation of vdW-DF by Klimes
et al.31,32.
3TABLE I. Combinations of exchange correlation functionals
and vdW corrections investigated in this study
None D3 TS TSsurf MBD
LDA
PW91
PBE
revPBE
vdW-DF
We individually determine the Ag lattice constant for
all combinations of functionals and vdW corrections.
Hereby we use the primitive bulk unit cell and a Γ-
centered 36 × 36 × 36 k-grid. We model the interface
using the repeated-slab approach and a 6 × 6 substrate
supercell with 6 Ag layers and 15 A˚ vacuum. This
supercell can readily accommodate one PTCDA molecule
in any orientation, ensuring that its periodic replica
are sufficiently seperated such that the intermolecular
interactions fall below 0.025 eV per molecule. For surface
calculations, we use a 6×6×1 k-grid, which is consistent
with our settings for the Ag-bulk.
Additional consideration regarding the calculation
settings follow from the GPR algorithm we use to predict
the PES. A detailed explanation of this algorithm follows
later. Here we note a key approximation employed in this
algorithm: It predicts the PES of a flat rigid molecule
on the fixed substrate, using single point calculations as
input data. This assumption is justified since PTCDA
remains relatively flat when adsorbing on Ag(111). The
carboxylic oxygen atoms exhibit the largest bending,
lying approximately 2.68 A˚ above the Ag surface. The
carbon plane remains flat and lies approximately 2.86 A˚
above the surface2. This amount to a difference of only
approximately 7 %.
With the DFT-related aspects covered, we can think
about the challenge of calculating the PES. First, the
property of interest in our case is the adsorption energy
Eads. We define Eads, using the total energy of the
combined system Emol+sub, the energy of a PTCDA
molecule in vacuum Emol and the energy of the clean
substrate Esub.
Eads = Emol+sub − Emol − Esub (1)
Determining the PES requires finding the adsorption
energy of PTCDA on an Ag(111) for a large number of
different adsorption geometries. To illustrate this, let us
consider a simplified system of a rigid PTCDA molecule
on a fixed Ag(111) substrate. There, we have four degrees
of freedom, namely the position of the molecules center
of mass v1, v2, z and the orientation φ around the z
axis (see figure 1a). The z axis is perpendicular to the
Ag(111) surface, while v1 and v2 point in the direction
of the two primitive substrate lattice vectors. v1, v2 and
φ are periodic and have continuous boundary conditions,
z is not. Sensible boundaries for z (i.e., minimum and
maximum adsorption distances to be explored) can be
set based on physical foreknowledge. A simple and
unbiased way of choosing points to calculate would be
a uniform grid. Using a grid with 10 divisions in each
degree of freedom, would set us the task of calculating
104 different adsorption geometries of PTCDA on an
Ag(111) to determine the PES of a single functional-vdW
correction combination. Such a task is clearly intractable
with current computing resources.
We overcome this computational bottleneck, by
employing a machine-learning algorithm based on GPR.
GPR has proven its usefulness for investigating interfaces
with a notable example being the BOSS code33. The
present algorithm differs from BOSS in employing a more
general descriptor, which we explain below.
For the present case, GPR may be understood as
a sophisticated method of interpolating adsorption
energies. Our GPR algorithm uses both the adsorption
energy and the atomic forces as input data. To
simplify the explaination of GPR we focus only on
the adsorption energies. Mathematically, we formulate
GPR as a conditional probability for the adsorption
energies we wish to predict EP given the calculated
adsorption energies ET. This probability comes in form
of a multivariate Gaussian with a matrix A and the
expectation value µ¯:
p(EP|ET) ∝ exp
[
−1
2
(EP − µ¯)T A (EP − µ¯)
]
(2)
The best estimator for EP is the expectation value µ¯
which can be calculated in the following way:
µ¯ = µP + C
PT (CTT + σ21)−1(ET − µT ) (3)
The equation for µ¯ requires an uncertainty σ, a prior
mean µ = (µT ,µP )
T and a covariance matrix C.
σ represents the numerical uncertainty of the calculated
adsorption energies ET.
The prior mean µ = (µT ,µP )
T is the initial estimate
for the adsorption energies. It consists of two parts,
µP for the energies to predict and µT for the calculated
energies.
In addition to the expectation value µ¯, GPR yields a
model uncertainty, which we find in the diagonal elements
of the matrix A. We calculate the matrix A from the
uncertainty σ and the covariance matrix C.
A−1 = CPP + σ21− CPT (CTT + σ21)−1CTP (4)
The most important component of a GPR is arguably
the covariance matrix C. An element of the covariance
matrix Cαβ serves as a measure of similarity for two
points of the PES, with a point of the PES referring to
an adsorption energy and its associated geometry. The
covariance matrix C consists of four sub matrices CPP ,
CPT , CTP and CTT , whereby (CPT )T = CTP . CPP
is the covariance matrix between points of the PES we
predict. CPT is the covariance matrix between points we
4FIG. 1. a) Degrees of freedom of the PES, unit cell is indicated
in red; b) Illustration of the descriptor used in this publication
predict and points we calculate. CTT is the covariance
matrix between points we calculate. The measure of
similarity Cαβ between two points α and β of the PES
depends on the similarity of the respective geometries.
For this purpose we represent each geometry using a
feature vector fα containing Nα elements. We calculate
an element of the covariance matrix using two feature
vectors fα and fβ in the following way:
Cαβ ∝ σ2k ·
Nα∑
i=1
Nβ∑
j=1
exp
[
− (f
α
i − fβj )2
4τ2
]
g(fαi ) g(f
β
j ) (5)
Here τ and σk are hyperparameters. τ is the feature
decay length and σk is a global scaling factor for the
similarity. We normalize the covariance matrix such that
|Cαα| = σ2k. g(fαi ) is a decay function. fαi are elements
of the feature vector fα. This is nothing more than a
suitable mathematical representation of the geometry of
the molecule on the surface.
The feature vector transforms the atom positions of a
particular adsorption geometry into a vector of numbers.
We construct the feature vector fα from inverse distances
di between the respective atoms of the adsorbate and the
substrate.
fα =
(
. . . ,
(
di
dmin
)n
, . . .
)
(6)
Here dmin and n are hyperparameters. dmin is a distance
threshold, where we consider atoms with a smaller pair
distance as colliding. n is a decay power set to negative
integer values.
The GPR algorithm requires a number of
considerations:
First we optimize the hyperparameters by minimizing the
marginal likelihood.
Second, we assume a rigid flat-lying molecule. This
assumption allows limiting the degrees of freedom to
the v1, v2 and z coordinate of the molecule’s center of
mass and the rotation φ around the z-axis (see figure
1a). Hereby, the v1 and v2 axes are oriented along the
primitive substrate lattice vectors.
Third, our search space needs confining by boundary
conditions. Periodic boundary conditions for v1 and v2
are given by the primitive substrate unit cell. For φ we
use rotation and mirror symmetries of both the molecule
and the substrate to limit the search space to [−pi/6, pi/6].
The boundary conditions for the adsorption height z are
[2.5, 3.5] A˚ accounting for the experimental adsorption
height of 2.86 A˚3,34 and accommodating previously
reported theoretical adsorption heights7.
Finally the GPR algorithm needs a supply of training
data. We select training points by determining positions
with the highest model uncertainty of the GPR model
(see equation 4). For the sake of consistency, we use
the same molecular positions to obtain training data
points for all methods. At each of these positions, we
calculate the energy and it’s derivative with respect to
the position (i.e., the forces) for every combination of
exchange-correlation functional and vdW correction. We
use a 49 symmetry-inequivalent positions, which allows
obtaining GPR uncertainties below 0.040 eV (1kcal/mol)
throughout the whole PES for all methods.
Next, we use the symmetries of the substrate to generate
symmetry equivalent data points thereby multiplying the
number of data. These symmetry equivalent data points
provide both the adsorption energy and the atomic forces
as input data for the GPR algorithm. We note that
forces for revPBE TS/TSsurf appear not to implove the
prediction of the adsorption energies and are not used
as input data when interpolating PESs for these two
methods. In these cases the prediction uncertainty still
remains below 0.040 eV .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section will first compare qualitative features of
the PESs and then focus on investigating quantitative
differences and similarities between the different
methods. We look into the consistency of theoretical
results regarding adsorption heights and geometries and
compare these results to experiment. Throughout the
results section, we use the PBE functional and the TSsurf
correction as reference method.
We find a rough qualitative agreement between the
PESs of the different functionals and vdW corrections.
Energetically favorable and unfavorable regions of the
PES lie roughly in the same position, which is
exemplarily shown for the PBE functional with various
vdW corrections inFigure 2. For the sake of illustration
we only depict a two dimensional cross sections of the
PES, where we show the adsorption energy of PTCDA
for different v1 and v2 positions in the primitive substrate
unit cell (see figure 6a). φ is fixed such that the long
axis of PTCDA aligns with a primitive substrate lattice
vector, and z is optimized to it’s mimimum energy at
every point, i.e. the molecule assumes the optimal
adsorption height at every lateral position.
5FIG. 2. PESs of PBE with different vdW corrections
In contrast to the qualitative agreement, we observe
significant quantitative discrepancies in adsorption
energy and its corrugation. For this qualitative analysis,
we derive the corrugation by calculating the difference
between the highest and lowest energy of two dimensional
cross sections of the PES. We first focus on the
differences of the corrugation and discuss the individual
contributions of the functional and the vdW correction to
the corrugation. In case of vdW corrections added in post
processing (D3, TS/TSsurf, MBD) we can separate the
contributions of the functional and the vdW correction.
The energy contribution of the vdW correction is nearly
constant across the unit cell. Indeed, the PESs of PBE
with and without TSsurf differ by an almost constant
energy offset of approximately 3.36 eV , when keeping the
PTCDA molecule at a constant adsorption height of 3 A˚.
Figure 3 demonstrates this using the example of PBE
TSsurf. Hence, the corrugation mainly results from the
energy contribution of the functional, rather than from
the vdW corrections, and it can be tentatively attributed
to the laterally varied overlap between the molecular
orbitals and the metal bands. Thus, the vdW correction
more or less adjusts the adsorption height while the XC-
functional determines the interaction strength.
FIG. 3. Energy contributions to the PES with PTCDA at a
constant adsorption height of 3 A˚; The white frame indicates
the unit cell; The long axis of the molecule is aligned with v1
Given this insight, we expect that corrugation and
adsorption height show an inverse relationship, since a
lower adsorption height leads to a larger and laterally
more varied overlap between orbitals. Figure 4 confirms
this expectation. It depicts the corrugation of the
adsorption energy relative to the adsorption height.
The corrugation refers to the difference between the
energetically highest and lowest point of the two
dimensional cross sections. The adsorption height
is the distance between the z position of uppermost
substrate layer and the z position of the planar
PTCDA molecule. All GGA functionals show an inverse
relationship between corrugation and adsorption height,
as displayed in Fig 4. In case of the PW91 and the
PBE functionals, the TSsurf correction shows the most
pronounced corrugation and lowest adsorption height
among the PBE methods. In case of revPBE, TS
and TSsurf yield mean adsorption heights of 2.5 A˚
(which is at the bottom end of our search space), while
showing a larger corrugation than uncorrected revPBE
and revPBE-D3, where the molecule is found at the
upper end of our search space.
FIG. 4. Dependence of the corrugation of the adsorption
energy on the adsorption height of the energetic minimum of
the molecule aligned with a primitive substrate lattice vector
v1
Having taken a qualitative look at the relationship
between corrugation and adsorption height, we proceed
with a quantitative discussion of our results. Previous
publications7,8 focused mostly on adsorption heights,
taking experimental adsorption geometries as starting
point. Our GPR algorithm allows predicting possible
adsorption geometries from first principles. Hence, we
not only consider adsorption heights but also investigate
molecular orientations and lateral positions of local
minima. PESs usually contain multiple local minima.
However, some minima may be too shallow and therefore
6thermodynamically unstable. Hence, we look for
stable local minima, which must be separated from all
lower lying minima by an energy barrier of sufficient
height. The present study uses a minimum barrier
height of 0.01 eV . We assert this minimum barrier
using disconnectivity graphs. A disconnectivity graph
connects all minima via the lowest barrier, allowing for
straightforward removal of shallow local minima. Ideally
the stable minimum/minima lowest in energy reproduce
the experimental adsorption geometries. If this is not the
case, the list of local minima should at least contain the
experimental adsorption geometries. We note that the
assumption of a flat rigid molecule and a fixed substrate
(see methodology) results in a general overestimation of
the energy, i.e., minima may be deeper when accounting
for molecular relaxation, but also barriers are too high
in energy. Since PTCDA is a rigid molecule (see
methodology), we assume that these effects partly cancel
and that the resulting error is small.
Figure 5 shows the disconnectivity graph for PBE TSsurf.
We find four local minima for PBE TSsurf, with the two
minima lowest in energy matching the experimentally
proposed adsorption geometries.
FIG. 5. Disconnectivity graph of PBE TSsurf; highlighted
adsorption geometries match the experimental adsorption
geometries2,14
Disconnectivity graphs for the other combinations of
functionals and vdW corrections yield between one and
four stable minima. For the different methods, the results
are summerized in Table II, and explained in more detail
below.
We can now compare the minima yielded by the
different functionals and vdW corrections with the
experimentally proposed adsorption geometries. Hereby,
we use the minima that are geometrically most similar
to the experimental geometries. Figure 6 depicts the
results.
TABLE II. Number of minima found with different
combinations of functionals and vdW corrections; *trained
without forces
None D3 TS TSsurf MBD
LDA 2
PW91 1 2 2 2
PBE 3 2 1 4 2
revPBE 1 2 3* 3*
vdW-DF 2
FIG. 6. Reproducibility of the experimentally proposed
adsorption geometries2,14 displayed in the upper left of each
table and as the shadow below the colored molecules; color
indicates adsorption height3,34; a) experimental adsorption
geometry (A); b) experimental adsorption geometry (B)
7LDA yields two stable local minima with adsorption
heights of 3.08 A˚ and 3.13 A˚. The global minimum shows
good agreement with experimental adsorption geometry
(B).
All GGA functionals without vdW correction yield
minima with adsorption heights of approximately 3.5 A˚
which is the upper boundary of our search space. This
entails a significant disagreement of more than 0.6 A˚
between experiment and computation and essentially
shows that there, the molecule would be non-bonded.
Hence, GGA functionals without vdW correction are
generally unsuited to calculate PTCDA on Ag(111).
This presumably applies equally to other interfaces with
strong vdW contributions to their bonding.
Augmenting GGA functionals with any vdW correction
leads to all methods finding at least one geometry that
also occurs in the experiment. The global minimum of
most methods is in good agreement with at least one
of the adsorption geometries found in experiment. The
exception is revPBE, whose global minimum does not
correspond to any experimental adsorption geometry,
irrespective of the vdW correction used. Furthermore,
the adsorption heights determined by revPBE TS and
TSsurf are significantly lower than in experiment.
Conversely, PW91 TSsurf, PBE D3 and TSsurf yield
both experimental adsorption geometries. PBE TSsurf
conforms best with experiment giving an adsorption
height of 2.92 A˚. This corresponds to a deviation
in adsorption height of less than 0.1 A˚. The good
performance may in part be due to the fact that
PTCDA on Ag(111) was one of the systems used to
determine the surface parameters for TSsurf7. RevPBE
TS/TSsurf also finds both experimental geometries, but
places them at too low adoption heights. In three
cases the revPBE TS/TSsurf adsorption heights lie at
the lower boundary of our serach space. This is
due to large attractive vdW contributions persisting
at low adsorption heights. Additionally, forces and
energies appear to be inconsistent, forcing us to preclude
forces when predicting PESs with revPBE TS/TSsurf.
These observations cast doubt on revPBE’s viability for
calculating organic/inorganic interfaces.
VdW-DF finds two stable minima which both match
the experimental adsorption geometries. The adsorption
heights of 3.24 A˚ and 3.29 A˚ are too high. Such
high adsorption have also been reported in previous
studies7,35,36.
All methods, except the GGAs without vdW correction
and revPBE TS/TSsurf, find a global minimum matching
an experimental adsorption geometry in lateral position
and orientation. Geometry (B) is more readily found
than geometry (A). Methods finding both geometries
rank geometry (A) lower than geometry (B). RevPBE
TS/TSsurf display untrustworthy performance. Both
methods yield local minima resembling the experimental
geometries, but underestimate adsorption heights.
Conversely PW91 TSsurf, PBE D3/TSsurf and vdW-DF
show good performance with PBE TSsurf coming out on
top.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have studied the robustness of PESs in relation to
the choice of computation method using the example
of PTCDA on Ag(111). On the one hand, we find
a rough qualitative agreement between combinations
of functionals and vdW corrections, on the other
hand there exist significant quantitative discrepancies.
Adsorption energies, corrugations and adsorption heights
vary between different approaches. The popular PBE
functional with the surface dedicated TSsurf correction
yields the best results. The two energetically lowest
minima of the PES closely resemble the experimentally
adsorption geometries with predicted and experimental
adsorption heights differing by less than 0.1 A˚. Notably,
the energetically most favorable minima of PW91
TSsurf, PBE D3/TSsurf and vdW-DF also resemble both
experimental adsorption geometries, albeit with slightly
larger deviations in adsorption height. Conversely, the
GGA functionals fail to capture experimental adsorption
geometries when used without vdW corrections. Hence,
describing vdW correctly is essential to get sensible local
minima. The remaining combinations of functionals and
vdW corrections yield at least one minimum resembling
an experimentally proposed adsorption geometry. This
minimum usually coincides with the global minimum, the
only exceptions being revPBE TS/TSsurf. Calculating
PESs from first principles entails a considerable
computational expense requiring the use of machine-
learning based algorithm such as the one presented here.
PESs often have multiple minima, not all of which agree
with experiment. Finding the experimental adsorption
geometry or the global minimum requires knowledge of
the entire PES.
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